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the person who found the body was interviewed, and he told police that he had seen bala
about a week before, on the day that wojtek was murdered. bala was worried that wojtek

would put him in prison. the second murder, of a woman named natalia, took place in 2001.
again, bala was the prime suspect. the police were never able to establish whether or not he
was actually the perpetrator. the case against bala rested on the statements of an ex-lover
who was being blackmailed over an affair with a friend of bala. she claimed that bala had

confessed to her that he had murdered wojtek, and had admitted to having written the book
amok. the big news in his case, however, wasn't the conviction, which he likely will appeal,

but the publicity surrounding the case. as one blogger put it, "one of the most peculiar
aspects of bala's trial has been the more or less obsessive fascination with his book, amok.

the popularity of the book is perhaps best gauged by the fact that it has been translated into
eight languages, including english. in that sense, his trial has been far more than a routine

trial about whether or not he was an accessory to a crime. the trial has also been a
performance, a trial of bala himself, a reflection of who he is, what he believes, and what he
wants his readers to think about himself." which is all really a roundabout way of saying that

the trial is a bit of a mess. the prosecution argued that bala acted alone, while his lawyer
claimed he was following a series of orders from his older brother, a judge. still, bala was

convicted of two counts of manslaughter, two counts of torture, and two counts of causing
bodily harm. it's a decision that has reverberated across the world. the new york times ran a

story on it, there's a page dedicated to it on wikipedia, and there's even a story about the
death penalty.
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the case was at the center of a global media scandal. in the book, bala describes a number of
instances where he fantasized about killing his partner and in emails to his girlfriend he

makes reference to janiszewski. prosecutors used the emails to argue that bala was obsessed
with his partner and would kill him if he found out. bala has consistently maintained his

innocence and claimed he is being persecuted for his art. he said the book is a philosophical
exploration of the dark side of human nature and the mysteries of life. one of the book's cover
pictures shows a painting of a man bound and his face in a mask. the book's publisher, antyk,
said on its website that the image is taken from a work by french artist yves klein. but klein,
who died in 1962, created the work in 1957, five years before bala's book was published in

poland. as the case is now, it's a multiple murder with multiple perpetrators. but if the amok
connection is anything to go by, it may be a serial offender, at least the first of several. i'm

just throwing that out there, because it's been a while since i've read anything about the case
and i don't want to miss anything. in 1997, bala had a son. with stanislawa's help, he put his
younger sister, klara, through a boarding school in poland. he was a good father, with a can-
do attitude. when his new family needed anything, he went to work. but the marriage was
never going to last. they started to drift apart. on 28 february 1998, bala was arrested on

suspicion of car-jacking. but within days the police had other things to think about. a 17-year-
old girl named agnieszka had been found dead at a flat in bala's neighbourhood, in an alley off

the main road. her throat had been cut and her body was covered in blood. 5ec8ef588b
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